
CLEANING & SANITIZING INSTRUCTIONS 
NOTICE: This guide is for quick reference only and is not intented to replace the information in the Operation Manual! 

DISSASSEMBLY & CLEANING 

Process should be performed on ONE BOWL at a time 
 
    

 1. Turn OFF all dispenser 
switches 

 2. Unplug lid cord. Remove lid 
and set it aside. Pour 1 to 2 
gal. of warm water into bowl 
to soften remaining product 
and aid draining. Stirring 
with a plastic utensil will 
help melt product. 

 3. Drain all product and 
discard. 

 4. Pull pin from dispensing 
valve. Place in a small 
plastic container for 
cleaning with other parts. 

 
    

 5. Push down on piston and 
remove it 

 6. Carefully remove both “O”-
rings from piston 

 7. Remove bowl. Push in and lift 
up until the bowl natch 
clears the dispenser base. 

 8. Pull the bowl off. 

 
   

 9. Grasp center of spiral 
agitator and pull towards 
front of dispenser. 

 10. Pull off front rubber seal.  11. Pry gasket off.  12. Pull gasket off. 

 
    

 13. Clean the stainless steel 
freezing. 

 14. Clean the bowl.  15. Clean the front seal.  16. Clean the spiral beater 
blade. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 17. Clean the bowl seal gasket.  18. Clean the piston.  19. Clean “O”-Rings.  20. Clean the drip trays. 

 
 

ASSEMBLY 

 
   

 21. Install bowl gasket.  22. Lubricate rubber seal.  23. Install rubber seal. 

 
    

 24. Install spiral blade.  25. Install bowl.  26. Lubricate dispensing valve 
piston. 

 27. Insert piston up into clear 
plastic housing. 

 
    

 28. Install dispensing valve handle 
by inserting the bottom end 
into the piston slot. 

 29. Clean the top of the bowl 
lids. 

 30. Clean the bottom of the bowl 
lids. 

 

 
 

Install both Lids on to the Bowls. Turn both Dispenser Switches “ON” and allow machine to run for 30 seconds. Turn Switches “OFF” and drain all sanitizer solution from Bowls. 

Fill Dispenser with Fresh Product and turn Switches “ON” and allow to freeze (1 to 1 ½ Hrs.). Approximately (3) Gallons of Product per Bowl is required. 



 
 
 

Carpigiani 1, 2, & 3-Bowl Granita Machine 
Cleaning and Sanitizing Quick Reference Sheet 

 
 
Disassembly and Cleaning 
 
 

1. Rotate the Key (K) and open the door (D) 

2. Press the main power Switch (MPS) to the zero position, interrupting power to the machine. 

3. Unplug the power jack (J) from its socket in the machine topper (S). 

4. Unlock the padlock (K) and remove it 

5. Lift the topper by tilting it backwards (B) and pulling it forwards (P), releasing it from the rear 
hinge (H) 

6. Unlock the padlock (K), remove it, and pull the safety pin (P) out. 

7. Pull the tap pin out (P), remove the handle (H), slide off the cap (C), remove the tap body (or 
piston) (TB) and the spring (S) by pushing down with your finger. 

8. Remove the bowl using both hands, by lifting it (R), twisting slightly to release the notches (N) 
from the tray (T), and pulling it (P) forward. 

9. Pull the auger/beater (A) forward, remove the beater seal (S), and slide the auger off the 
evaporator. 

10. Remove the rear bowl seal by sliding it off the evaporator (E) using both hands. 

11. Remove the drip tray (T) by lifting it gently and pulling it out of the hook slots (S); remove the 
grate (G). 

12. Remove the air filter (F) from its tracks by sliding it upwards. 

13. Clean each evaporator (E) using a cloth or sponge; clean the tray; clean the drain holes (D) using 
the cleaning brush. 

14. Wash the bowl thoroughly (inside and out) with a brush or sponge, using a non-foaming, mild 
detergent; rinse well. 

15. Clean the bottom of the topper (B) using a cloth or sponge. Clean the top, if necessary. NOTE: 
DO NOT immerse the topper, and do not rinse under running water, as it contains electric parts. 

16. Wash the auger/beater thoroughly; rinse well. 

17. Remove the O-ring (OR) from the tap body/piston (TB) using the O-ring tool, and sliding it off the 
piston; remove the silicone plug (P). 

18. Wash the tap body/piston thoroughly (including the O-ring groove and the plug housing); rinse 
well. 

19. Carefully wash the rear bowl seal (S), the O-ring (OR), and the silicone cap (C); rinse well. 



20. <attention – please add illustration> Wash the drip tray (T) and grate (G); rinse well. 

21. Clean the air filter with a brush or pressurized air; wash it with a cloth or sponge, always using 
non-foaming mild detergent. Rinse well. 

22. <attention – please add illustration> Let all cleaned parts air dry prior to re-assembly. 

 

Assembly 
1. Place the grate (G) on the drip tray (T); mount on the machine by sliding the hooks into the 

appropriate slots (S). 

2. Reinstall the bowl seal (S); lightly lubricate around the entire front surface. 

3. Lubricate the auger/beater seal (S) by applying a thin coat of lubricant on the entire interior area 
of the seal; spread evenly. 

4. Reinstall the beater seal (S) into the auger/beater(B); slide the beater onto the evaporator (E) and 
rotate slightly, until the beater seal (S) fits snugly on the shaft. 

5. Reinstall the bowl by sliding it over the beater assembly, pushing it backward until the notches fit 
over the tray lip. TIP: slightly raising the beater assembly will greatly ease this operation. 

6. Carefully slide the O-ring (OR) back onto the tap body/piston (TB) and into its groove; gently 
press the silicone plug (P) back into its housing. 

7. Lubricate the O-ring (OR) and silicone plug (P) evenly. 

8. (I) insert tap body (TB) into dispensing tube; (II) insert spring (S) from the top; (III) reinstall cap 
(C); (IV) reinstall handle (H); (V) slide the tap pin through the cap and handle holes. 

9. Mount the topper onto the bowl(B), by carefully inserting the latch hook into the hinge (H), lining 
up the topper sides with the bowl sides, and easing it down over the bowl (B). 

10. Plug the light Jack (J) into its socket (S) on the topper. 

11. Reinstall the air filter (F) by sliding it into its tracks (T). 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  

• This Sheet is for quick reference only, and does not replace the information found in your Operation 
Manual 

• Always use a non-foaming, mild detergent for washing and cleaning operations 

• When lubricating, use only an approved, food grade lubricant 

• After assembly and before each use, pour a sanitizing solution of water and 200 ppm sanitizer into 
each bowl, up to the MAX LEVEL indicator; turn on the Beater switches, and let run for at least 3 
minutes. Use a rubber spatula to sanitize the entire interior bowl surface with the sanitizing solution. 
Drain sanitizing solution, and rinse bowl with a bucket of fresh water, never filling beyond the MAX 
LEVEL line. Drain, and insert new product. 


